
FOODTRUCKS

CHEZ MARCET
FOOD TRUCK

AT

    O’ PARC 
D’AMOUR    CIE BOULETTE

& ON OTHER COMPETITION 

MOMO MIA

OUR

 VILLAGE
PACKAGING 
WITH REUSABLE 
ORDER YOUR DISH 

DEPOSIT OF  4€

Traditionnal and modern bistro recipes 
with fresh vegetables and homemade 
bread. Itʼs a tasty, gourmet and much 
healthier than healthier than you can ima-
gine!

The "OʼParc dʼAmour" ice-cream truck 
offers home-made ice creams made in our 
region, by a master in ice cream making.

O’PARC D’AMOUR

CHEZ MARCET
This eco-friendly food truck offers a va-
riety of world cuisine as well as burgers.  
It favours local products and and uses re-
cycled and/or compostable containers. 

WOO HOO FOOD TRUCK 

Authenticity and quality of home-
made food from fresh local products. 
Come to Cie Boulette to taste their 
delicious patties !

CIE BOULETTE

Experience the Nepalese specia-
lity: DAAL BHAAT. Based on rice, 
lentils, lentil fritters, cucumber 
salad, seasonal vegetable curry, 
black chickpea salad served with 
coriander and rocket. Everything 
is organic and good!

MOMO MIA
100% vegan fast food with homemade 
food made with mostly ORGANIC, 
LOCAL and SEASONAL products! 
Kebabs, tacos, falafel sandwiches, home-
made fries, bowls, sweets and other stuff: 
all revisited by the little hands of uncle 
Gustavo and in a vegetarian way of 
course! You canʼt miss this!

GUSTAVO VEGAN FOOD 

The birth of our project was made 
with the idea of making the Crulina-
ry Art (raw cuisine) accessible and 
exciting for everyone! To do this we 
have come up with innovative and 
gourmet preparations to allow you 
to eat raw in a simple and practical 
way. We prepare our meals with 
the idea of sharing the nutritional 
and and flavourful richness, using 
a blend of flavours inspired by the 
know-how of world cuisine.

LA TRIBU CRULINAIRE 

EVERY DAY, EXCEPT 06/08

EVERY DAY, EXCEPT 30/07 

26/07 - 27/07 - 01/08 - 02/08 - 03/08

ONLY 26/07

29/07 [TRIAL QUALIFICATIONS] 
UNICON VILLAGE 

30/07 [TRIAL FINALS]
UNICON VILLAGE 

02/08 HOCKEY B & C

04/08 SLOW RACE & STILL STAND 

01/08 - 02/08 - 03/08 - 05/08 
TRACK & FIELD

DELIVERY ON ALL SITES 
ON PRE-ORDER

UNICON VILLAGE 
EVERY DAY EXCEPT 28/07 & 06/08

28/07 CROSS COUNTRY
29/07 (EVENING) - 30/07 & 01/08 HOCKEY

LUNCH : BEFORE 10AM
EVENING MEAL : BEFORE 5PM


